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The 
problem(s) 
with ILS 
notices



They look 
terrible



Not dynamic
Wording managed by ILS Admin

Making significant changes relies on delicate 
customizations

Marketing team can’t pre-program upcoming 
library highlights



Poor delivery
Just because you send an email doesn't mean it will arrive. 
Not by a long shot… The ecosystem around email is a dank 
miasma of half-implemented, incompletely supported anti-spam 
hacks and workarounds.

Which means the odds of that random email your code just sent 
getting to its specific destination is .. spotty. At best.

--Jeff Atwood, co-founder of Stack Overflow and Discourse



Solutions



DIY

Poor delivery can be fixed 
by routing through a 3rd 
party

CLC used the Polaris API to 
build our own email 
replacement



Vega

Not just about discovery, 
planning a new 
CRM/Marketing platform

But…

Innovative is building 
their own platform, not 
relabeling another 
product



Vega may 
deliver better 
notices… 
in the future



Patron Point



Start initially as a email 
marketing platform

Added transactional email 
support later

Newer company but 
includes several industry 
veterans and seems to be 
executing well

Patron Point





Why did CLC 
select 

MessageBee
(company)

Unique Management is mindful of 
the Patron Experience

They were open to our feedback on 
improvements to the product

We were able to work directly with 
the technical team

Provided implementation support at 
the library level



Why did CLC 
select 

MessageBee
(product)

Consortium Support:
Flexibility down to the branch level

Bounce handling: Uses the ILS API 
to automatically update the account

Proper implementation of DMARC 
email sending domain verification

Use of the ILS API (when possible)



Implementation



Implementation Outline
Perform sending domain verification

Set up templates in MessageBee

Set up export process

Set up update process



Give yourself time



Select domain 
and perform 
sending domain 
verification

@librarydomain.org may NOT be the best

@notices.librarydomain.org can help keep 
your reputation score “good” for email sending 
from your main domain

Warm up domain several weeks before using 
it full scale

Make sure you have access to add needed 
DNS records: Unique will provide the DNS 
entries that need added



Setting up 
templates



Who will lead 
your process? 
ILS Admin? 
Marketing? 
Circulation 
Manager?



Notice by Notice? Or Transparent Swap?



Unique will 
help guide 
you



Notice by 
Notice

Design “new” template including branding

Add in glyphs/icons, book jacket covers

Create new wording (shorter = better)

Add unsubscribe instructions

Set up marketing campaigns you’ll add*

Deploy Canceled Holds, Overdue, Reminder, and 
finish with Holds Pickup

*Don’t add too much marketing or it could be 
flagged a SPAM or “bulk” mail



Transparent method

Copy the look and feel of current Polaris notices

Add unsubscribe instructions

Move notices over to MessageBee

Deploy Canceled Holds, Overdue, Reminder, and finish with Holds Pickup

Useful for consortia where aligning resources to update ALL members is difficult



Do a final test with: https://www.mail-tester.com/ 

https://www.mail-tester.com/


Polaris Requirements for 
MessageBee Integration
Polaris API (PAPI)

PAPI Staff Account

Ability to add software and SQL job to Polaris database server



MessageBee Export Process

1. Notice job runs export 
script

4. Export file is 
generated using a SQL 
script

2. Checksum is 
generated for the export 
file and saved

5. The files are 
uploaded to Unique via 
SFTP, checksum first

3. All of the notices 
(accounts) in the export 
are updated via PAPI



Job Folder Structure



clcsettings.txt

One setting per line, replace placeholder text with value



Database Job Configuration



Remember 
what we 
started with?



Finished Product, Ahhh!



Bounce 
Handling

● Offending email address removed
○ Includes accounts that weren’t sent a notice

● If no alternate email, delivery option is 
changed

○ Phone, if present, or mail
● Patron account is added to a patron record set

○ Different record sets for bounce and spam
● A note is added to the patron account

○ Date
○ Email address
○ Event type



Future MessageBee 
Features for CLC

Support for multiple languages

MessageBee/OPLIN for SMS

Support for fully hosted clients, 
pending Innovative PAPI 
improvements



Wes Osborn: wosborn@clcohio.org
Mike Fields: mfields@clcohio.org 

Register for Q&A September 24, 2021 
(MessageBee reps will be available)

Get a copy of the slides

mailto:wosborn@clcohio.org
mailto:mfields@clcohio.org
https://www.ohiug.org/2021.html
https://clcohio.org/category/conferences/

